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The Largest Jungle Water Park in Asia Gears Up with DivioTec  

 

 

 

Mission 

 

With over 19 new water slide attractions for all ages, VanaNava Water Park 

offers the largest jungle water theme park in Asia. This amazing park was established 

on December 1st 2014 and is situated in a beautiful and peaceful beach resort town 

199 Km Southwest of Bangkok, Thailand. In order to ensure smooth operation of the 

water park and prevent incidents, the organizer wanted to set up a reliable IP-based 

video surveillance system that would deliver high-quality video images.  

 

Solution 

  

The organizer of VanaNava Water Park selected 2 models of network cameras 

from DivioTec to meet the requirements for high image quality and reliability of the 

surveillance system: NBR222P and NBR224P. NBR222P is quite a compact design and 

is ideal for applications inside shops, ticket office, etc. The Extreme WDR with multi 

shutter enhancement is the most crucial feature because there is usually high 

contrast of light indoors and outdoors, especially during sunset. 

 

http://www.diviotec.com/tab/1637/id/1374/
http://www.diviotec.com/tab/1637/id/1272/
http://www.diviotec.com/tab/1637/id/1374/
http://www.diviotec.com/tab/1623/id/2174/
http://www.diviotec.com/tab/1623/id/2174/
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In outdoor areas with strong sunlight most of the day, thanks to the advanced 

P-iris function, NBR224P can still capture sharp and clear images by avoiding blurring 

caused when the iris opening becomes too small. P-iris also ensures superior depth 

of field, which is important for video monitoring of broad areas: objects at different 

distances from the camera are all in focus. What’s more, NBR224P is IP66 certified, 

so the camera can be well protected against water immersion and dust in the water 

park.    

 

At the front end, DivioTec helps the water park acquire images with the highest 

quality, while at the back end, the well-known Milestone Systems offers stable and 

remarkable network video recording system to ensure the efficient video 

surveillance. For more information, please contact sales@diviotec.com. 
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